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Elevate clients’ benefits offerings
with rate reduction on accident
insurance
Accident insurance helps cover out-of-pocket expenses that can result
from an accidental injury, helping alleviate employees’ financial burden
and allowing them to focus on getting well. And Principal® is currently
offering an unprecedented rate reduction—averaging 40%—for this
benefit.* Now more affordable than ever, this coverage can provide
additional protection to other benefits—like medical and disability
insurance.

This rate decrease also provides more opportunities to add on
supplemental benefits—such as critical illness and hospital indemnity—to
your clients’ current benefit offerings. Check out this video to see how
adding these benefits help provide a holistic approach for life’s unforeseen
events.

Learn more about accident insurance coverage and tips on how to
approach your clients:

Watch webinar

https://click.e.principal.com/?qs=c8d6694e8f2100c827cc868d75bec4c7a0afef0b3ed2b98919260975033325c56f4a43d54d405db865afb93d5de53b60dbf274b9c6a0fe0fea7b31115a061598
https://click.e.principal.com/?qs=c8d6694e8f2100c8a95d604e992e3f277bc15ae148f453ba4fb7e865ceeb8bec7ddad695a6f68103a937d64f3d966232f2a1969401a7e86c0dd46d7a0cc9a139
https://click.e.principal.com/?qs=c8d6694e8f2100c8dcf43d06665b0b80fbd0274336513605b9d5dd6858d66b6fe196cb66b4c679fde4131b4d06fb5d601cb6fa0e7e26735989d543765fea62ef
https://click.e.principal.com/?qs=c8d6694e8f2100c827cc868d75bec4c7a0afef0b3ed2b98919260975033325c56f4a43d54d405db865afb93d5de53b60dbf274b9c6a0fe0fea7b31115a061598


   

Enhanced digital experience rolling out to members

We are enhancing the individual member digital experience to
seamlessly showcase key information within their principal.com

account. Customers with other Principal products have already started
seeing these improvements. The site enhancements will continue to roll
out to members through mid-2024 depending on which products they

have with Principal.

   

Form W-2 FICA service elections update

Beginning March 1, 2024, we’ll no longer be accepting the paper election
form for Form W-2 FICA services. Elections must be made through
eService. Catch up to speed on our Form W-2 and FICA services:

Learn more

   

Streamline the claims filing process with online tools

It’s important for your customers to always have access to the most
convenient and up-to-date claims filing options and forms. And it’s now

easier than ever with our online tools. Check out the article below to see
how you can help ensure your clients have the most current information

on claims submission:

Read article

https://click.e.principal.com/?qs=c8d6694e8f2100c8a2d36b1480f52ee92daf1d5fb69877055a75c2484a88cacc65c27dc3461460bb3b10eafd33067479dff34b54f3193ca6d046b64906d3addb
https://click.e.principal.com/?qs=c8d6694e8f2100c8761404bf0c5f77b4c8188843b77705921af0bf7fc6fd3ce878add7ab2d88e52c880ffbbefc17e8c8f61c7c08bf64daefb0fc9221938954f8
https://click.e.principal.com/?qs=c8d6694e8f2100c8c93995f4dc2e2cdff423b47c01da8f49519aa4210ae2b793959e38c759057c8fb6c79b9ab91b94709cb3a78a9db727d1f25f14990c74dee5
https://click.e.principal.com/?qs=c8d6694e8f2100c8a2d36b1480f52ee92daf1d5fb69877055a75c2484a88cacc65c27dc3461460bb3b10eafd33067479dff34b54f3193ca6d046b64906d3addb
https://click.e.principal.com/?qs=c8d6694e8f2100c8761404bf0c5f77b4c8188843b77705921af0bf7fc6fd3ce878add7ab2d88e52c880ffbbefc17e8c8f61c7c08bf64daefb0fc9221938954f8


Let’s connect.
Contact me if you have any questions or need assistance.

Ryan Doyle, Sales Rep-Grp Benefits

Principal® 
+1-973-214-7186
doyle.ryan@principal.com

   

                    

* Some exclusions may apply.
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